
 

 

Development of a new Constitution for a single North Central London Clinical 
Commissioning Group 

 
Key questions and answers 

 

The five clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) in North Central London (NCL CCGs) will 
shortly be submitting an application to NHS England / Improvement to form one CCG from 
April 2020. A new constitution is required for the single CCG. Member practices of the five 
CCGs across North Central London will be asked to approve this. 

 
What is the Constitution? 

The Constitution is a document that sets out how the CCG is governed. It includes the roles 
and responsibilities of Governing Body members and the CCG’s governance structure. 

 

What are the benefits of the Constitution? 

The Constitution has been developed to: 

 ensure the CCG is governed in accordance with governance best practice 

 support the effective implementation of the NHS Long Term Plan 

 support effective and faster decision making 

 support the better use of NHS resources 

 strengthen the CCG’s resilience 

 future proof the CCG to enable it to meet the challenges of the health care system 

 strengthen the CCG’s ability to commission the right services to deliver the right care, in 
the right place, at the right time. 

 

Does the Constitution follow the new NHS England model CCG Constitution? 

Yes. It has been developed from the new model Constitution. 
 

Will clinical leadership be preserved? 

Clinical leadership will remain at the heart of commissioning and decision making activity for 
the single CCG. It is proposed that there are ten elected clinicians on the Governing Body. 
There will also be a Secondary Care Consultant and a Registered Nurse on the Governing 
Body, as per legal requirements. 

 
In addition to the above, we will have clinical leads supporting the design, development and 
implementation of our commissioning programmes. In this regard, we will have clinical leads 
who are local clinicians that are not on the governing body. 

 
Who is on the Governing Body? 

It is proposed that there are 17 voting members of the Governing Body, made up of: 

 ten Clinical Representatives elected by our GPs and nurses (one of these will be the 
Governing Body Chair) 

 one Secondary Care Consultant 

 one Secondary Care Nurse 

 three Lay Members 

 the NCL CCG Accountable Officer 

 the NCL CCG Chief Finance Officer. 
 

How many member practices will the new CCG have? 

The new CCG will have 204 member practices across the London Boroughs of Barnet, 
Camden, Enfield, Haringey and Islington. These practices will continue to meet on a borough 
basis. 



 

Who elects the Clinical Representatives on the Governing Body? 

GPs and nurses in each borough will vote to elect their representatives. There will be two 
Clinical Representatives on the Governing Body from each of the CCG’s boroughs. We 
anticipate this process taking place at the end of 2019. 

 
Will member practices approve changes and variations to the new Constitution in the 
future? 

Yes. 
 

Will the Constitution support primary and community services being commissioned at 
the borough level? 

Yes. 
 

Who developed the draft constitution? 

The CCG’s Governance and Risk team developed the draft Constitution. It is in line with the 
Model CCG Constitution produced by NHS England. 

 

Can I provide feedback on the draft constitution? 

Yes. Please submit all feedback via NCL.governance@nhs.net by noon on Monday 21 
October 2019. 

 

How do I ask a question? 

If you have any questions on the draft Constitution please email the Governance and Risk 
Team at NCL.governance@nhs.net. 

 

What is the process for feedback and voting? 

In order to meet NHS England national deadlines our member practices will have until noon 
on Monday 21 October 2019 to feedback any comments to us. We want to hear your 
feedback and answer any questions you have so please contact us if you have any. 
Feedback will be considered and any amendments will be built into the final documents.  

 

Once this is completed the vote on the new Constitution will then take place in the first half 
of November 2019. 

 

Where are Schedules 2, 4 and 5? 

Schedules 2, 4 and 5 are currently under development. However, none of the Schedules 
form part of the Constitution and have been included for information purposes only. The 
finalised Schedules will be published in full on the CCG’s website, be in the Governance 
Handbook and be attached to the Constitution once they have been approved by the new 
Governing Body in April 2020. 

 

What will happen with my feedback on the constitution? 

All feedback received will be carefully considered during the review process and in the 
development of the final iteration of this document. This final version will be circulated as 
part of the formal voting process. 

 
What if I am unhappy with an aspect/aspects of the constitution? 

Please let us know your concerns. We would be grateful if you could tell us why you are 
concerned or unhappy, and offer any alternative proposals. We will then consider these as 
part of the development of the final Constitution prior to the commencement of the voting 
process. Please submit all feedback via NCL.governance@nhs.net by noon on Monday 21 
October 2019. 
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